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cent interest by citizen groups,sgoNerprent agencies an)dcommittees of the
\

essl in the content of television programs has.generate great concern wi.

.th brOadcast industry while lie industry response is typically couched in th
..

),

f. ' of pleaS for the preservatiOn of First Amendment freedoms, the-concerns o
/ .

roadcasters Are quite properlycentered on the potential, economic consequences of 'n

any sustained interference 'Q§..thL proven technology.
4 .

.

Broadcasting in the US is industry like others ch produces "gpods. and

services for sale in the marketplace. Like,other prociicars, the broadcaster rust

be concerned' with the technicafand economic effici y of ihe.nethods used to

produce its .prodUct, and any gyve i-nren t action Whi would restrict or restrain

the use Of that technology represents a serious eat. Since program content is

the principal ingredient -in the prouction of audiences for sale to advertisers,

any restrict in on content night affect the profitability of; firms within the in-

dustry.

Glolence is one aspect of television content which. has been singled Out for
I

,

special attention in recent .years. Like industrial'ehejmicals which are believed

xo calise.haimit6,the envirormEntivhen they
\ ,

aria used in the production, of some valued
%

<
4

product, excessive\viOlence is Seen to be go luting.thecial environnent, and
. .

'the general sentirent is use, must be estricted.
.

/. .'

Currently, there is
/
no rel' le method for estimating the gains or losses in

.,.

productivity that woul/ d'accompany' such an iqxxctan change as the elimination of
)

violence.from television. This paPermill discuss a potential of a Production
. . /

-ftniction- approac as a d for estimating the impac of changes in the tech-
. . , ...

--,. %
.
nology of audience production

,
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BACKGROUND . 1 oN
,

..-
Aft

The relationship between program:fling and broadcast profitability bong
.

\ . ,.`

been a subject of tegalator3i interest. Broadcaster have argued that CATV says ems
\,.

.
.

.,
. , \ \

would contribute 'to the demise of local, broadcasting because the introduction of\
, 6, because

additional sigrials woad 'fractionalize" the, audience, reducing the revenue of the \

local stations. The argyaents of'thebOadcasters'were supported in appearances
,

-06
e

2

. , . , .

before the Federal Communications Comaission (FCC) by theoretical economic models
.. .

.....

Which sought to demonstrate the impact ^of one or more additional channels in, a..
.....,.... ...

Cp. the
.
other side of the economic issue, supporters of CATV developroefit appeal-

.

fed to the FCC's expressed goal of increasing program diversity, 'by arguing that by

,,offering additional television signals, CyV would increase the diversity available

to the viewer. *

4

Amts about the Impact of CATV on either broadcast revenue or consumer

satisfaction have not been conclusive because of a failure on the part of the
. . at

economists to cone to terms with the.measurenent of diversity. Study after study

sought to describe diversity in .terms of 'variation in the mix bf a limited of, .

program types°. Programs were either classed`broadll ag. Navies; Sportg, Entertain-
4

orient or Educational, or within the Entertainment cate , into Adventure, Comedy,

Variety,- Westerns, Drama, etc. None of these clatsit ticms truly captured the
.0 -tr. <

variety In programming which actually guides the yieurer. in selecting one program

ilk or another.3 ,

.
. . 4 ,,, - , .. . .-

More restricted program choice models such as Those of 3. Rothehberg,
o

P. Steiner and: J. MCCOWan4 are based on, 1,deat types 'of Pro*arrs are supposed
° . . °.

, ,- .

to cover. the spectrithi of choices available to televidian° viewers.
.... - -

-o.
0

,

ti
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Because of thes ar ary limitations on diversity of choices actually facing

the average yi these studies, B. Owen, J. Beebe and W. Manning (1974) con-

eluded that:

'That total audience for network television at a given
moment is. evidently not much affected by program content or
type within "the range of variation.with ch'we-have:ex-
perience.(p.95)." ,

Suggesting further that'thejletwork-audienCee are determined almost entirel by

exogenous reasonal,fctors. 4 1'

Edward,Creenberg and Harold Bennett (1971) demons d that there were
_ ...... __ \

many program,characteristics' other than'type which were important to viewers.
. /7

,> 0

By stuclyingthe audience shares Por a-large sample of televised films, they

demoinstrated,ffirst that Film cou1 not be asingle category if there was such

great variance,in the audience shares reported for these films. Further, they
7 , ..,_ g

dytinstrateo. t variablessuch as familiarity with the film were niore inportant _

N
predictors of audience size the categories of film type used by the industry.

F. Zufryden (197\6) identified s veral exogenous factorS Whichmight goverktele-
.

. .

vision program section,. led-to consider either the characteristics
. X -

of the stations of the Characteristics of the progElms thdmgelves.5.
.

I,

Efforts to determine consumer preferences in terns ot
,

,

the attributes of the .

t ..

products, rather than the product itself, have become f ,liar in the marketing \'4.

r

I '

literature following the publication,of important works by Kelvin Lancaiter (1966,

1977). Lancaster's work argued that an orange is eaten, t because it is an

orange, but because of its taste, texture, and nutritionac value. He sought fo .4

.

describe the oonsumption technology in tern of the bun s of characteristics

'di-could provi ded :by one or: more prodUct varieties.

Entensions of the Lancasterian model include multiraibute preference modeTh
6

\ \\

and an attept by Donald Lehmann (1971) to deternine pief&Tences for television

.programs in terns of attriutes like Action Suspense, Humor and other qualities'
\ .

\
.

like being weU.- protuced an4 directed.

'40



Byron Reeve pmdBradley enberg M77) sought determine the content

attributee used b yeung children the selection of television 'programs, and

the ide4ificaticm. with certain'clidiactels in 'those programs. Reeves and Green-

berg seleCted eight attributes for television characters, including funny, active

'end strong, andEdetermined that only four dimensions were necessary to account for
.

.the variance in the preference, of tv characters.

This-multi-attribute approach represents a considerable advatice over the
* I . \ \ '

" gross categories used in earlier studies, but absence of reliable data sources
.. . .

, whichilasrbe programs in tern, of such.attributdshas greatly reduced the a-
) , ,

mount of empirical research,iriho the relations between television program at-
, ,,.

, , .$

ttibutes and viewer preference and ice. . .

l7

.PR6DUCTION FUNCTIONS
/

. ,
4. G. David Hughes (1973) Suggeits that attribute models of consumer demand

A

are the inverse of in trial. productton models. That is, the producer, combines-

inliks in a certain ratio,. whi- ch is fixed by the state of teshnology, and it

yieldsia dertain output of goods, the .attributes of unich are preierredsby an
. ,

aggregation of consuters. .

I -

If we consider that television uses program attributes as inputs in a cer-_

Iv- ,

1
tain ratio to produce a package attractive to an. audience the inverse of model

has the audience members selecting certairAombinationS of.programattnibutes.ir;
e,

order to produce satisfaction ftion felievisionT,=ahing. Thus the broadcaster'?

selection of programs ,of a certain type, w4.1-1 -a certain combinatiqp of attributes,

is the ilse of a Plyduction technology which, can be described in functional form.
,

t,

. The -use of production functkons is well developed in the field of micro-

edono*CS. The productiop function is defined as the #'

a , :'
"relational-Lip between the quantities of various inputs, used

per period tó-thre and the galcinmquantity of the commodity that
'can be produced pr period to time.. .the maximum output rate that,

.°. . can be achieved from any specified set of usage rates of inputs/".

.. . .
.

. 1

.

,l.. ,, 6,

s ..,,. .
. If

. . F
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O / 5

th\the productiorifunction, one is able to determ5.ne the marginal product

Of each input factor. these functions are estimated through statistical

analysis of time series data concerning the amounts of partibulgr inputs tjed

at various times 'in the past, -myl.the amount of output rodu at the.sane tire.

./' . The use of the production haS been exteadedyto analyses.in other

fields where one is concerned With the tedhnicil and economib efficiency of d
/

prOduction process. InAdies f edusational effect veness, the "educational

production function" is'usedto.represent the rel tionship between school ;:e-.z.

sources and theckground.df the students on

-71
ucational outomeA, lie test scores on the 0.

regression

have es

books /and

and othet factors believed to affect

hand, and 4 variety of ed.-

er:8 Leak squares multiple.

'is used to estimate coefficients/for these inputs, and researchers4 I

ted the marginal product, ot reIative.importance of..teacher salaiy, .

r-

sdlool supplies, teacher r15 '1 ability, Percentage Of white students,,

frhicittional output.9 (

'In the television-case, When ttempts to'determine theprogralpreferetces
F. :

, .
. s .

1

of the audience are based on' .the' attributes of the programswe are in-fact
,.-

describilg the technology of-the btoadcaiteiwha is seekIng to maximize the size

....._
.Possible to estimate/an. audience procitiCtiori function, and. the marginal produce,

.

iz ,'
4

of each of the' program attributes. ..
.

1 . .
,

-
#

Since prograi violence has.been.criticised t the same time, that the industry,

notes its 'value as a producer of audiences ,10,11 any attempt to estimate an au-

of the audiencd. If sufficient data:wereavailable on a range of progam at-

tributes, and on the size of, t* audience those programs pr9duced, it would be

/ .

dience production function should include-violence, '!action," Or irs equivalent.

14. preliminary study of the productivAiof television.violence wasIggun_by
,?.; .

the author as a PostiDbcto alt fellow at the Annenberg. School ofiPoinnunications

'at the University of PennsYlvania.,tfie study walinitiatedoriginally as an at-

.10
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6

tempt to evaluate the proposition thaf,"there is violence on television because

that is what the public wants. ", Discus'ion with George Gerbner, Klaus Kripp do ff,

Shayan and others on the faculty iuggested an aiternative formulation of the
t>-.;

problem: "there is, violence on televisiOn because the netwo have dete ecV

As a have
.

that it is an efficient technique for the production of_audi ces."

discussed abavd, orne is the inverse of the other, and both can be

the /'same data.

1,21BCOS-PF THE STUDY

The Cultural Indicators` Project at the University

studying trends in television program content since 19

coders, working in pairs to improve reliabilit#, de

several content dimenglons. Prior to 1975,,samplea

week in each year. in analysis of the single week

,

ted um

Penns <rarii.a ha's 'b

12 staff of train

'be : -dh program alo4

limited to .a ca-an

le, when coup ed with. a

,365 -day sanpleTrutu the same year (1967-68),

in the distribution of program types, orin:me

following 1975, the sampling period was incr

and

. .

and 1976 were selected analysis. Program descriptions, as produced y the
.

.

Cultural Indicators Project were used as atfributes,.or production fac0Srs in
, i

/
,

4
the estimation of audience production functions.

other in the $pring.

ed,nO significant feren es

ores of program tone. Howe

ed to_two weeks, One' in the,r 11,

or the,purposes of this project, semen sanple'weeks,.recordedbetw en,1971

4

4Most vriables are in ordinal or interval form, with the exception of a

singledummy variable, Old, which distinguishes betweemnew prograns, or/re-

Iturning 'Series'.

,̀ Three original and one computed treasure of the amount and kind of violence

wee selected for each program in the sample:

. 1'. SerioTies s, of Violence = an ordered 1 st ranging from no violence, through

through real, serious violence Oas to distinguish between this andcamedic, humorous

$

violencep.



).

-2. ,Significance of V' lence = an ordered list ranging from no, violence,

through,violence which is seen as beixt the majOr outstanding feature of the .

climax.
----- .

3. Number of Violent Acts ---- A s le .count, of the number of violent _acti.
.

i
\

occuring within a program, where violence is defined as "the overt expression o
. , , .

physical force against 'self, or other, or conpelyng action against one's w/ ill

pain of -being hurt or gilled, or actually hurting or killing."
. , ,0, \___.J

4. Violente Mate = calCulated by dividing the number of violent acts by
.

,

number of program minutes to get an estimate of violent
. acts per thinute.

. .

rt' .4
ourPur MEASURES

Several estimates of audience size were recorded for each program as "reported

by the A. C. Nielsen Company in their National Television Index.

1. Audience 1 = the percent of television householdt wa6ching the program

during the average. minute, of the first quarter hour of each half hour the program
,

is aired. : .

f--
2. Audience 2 = the percent of televiiorrhousei olds watching the program

during.the average minute of th.e second quarter hour.

V .

"3. Share = the percentage of households viewing televis ,on who are tuned to
.,, / .,, \ .

-.
a given program, estimated every hat hour.

4,. Loss = the change in the percent of television households viewing, a

particular program between the first and second hcilf of each 30-minute segaerit
/ -

(Loss4udi.lince 1-Audience 2).

FIND'INGS .

t

+I

Analysis, of the data necessarily takes-plebe at twodata levels. Treating'
, .

.

television as an'industry with e'er:prom ,roductiion technology, it is possible to
...

estimate the reiative,,importance of attributes like violence to audience
_, '.

production in general. e can examine the simple correlation between separate
. ,\\

,estimates of ,violent content a estimates of udien e size." Industry-wide



1

at

C
cr

production functims can be stimated which reflect the independent contribution

1

of several, content variables o overall industry output when all other factors are
. .. ,- . .

held constant. 'Most studies the relationships: between oontent,'or program type
-*

\ .

and audience or viewer prefer ce are focused at this gen level.

However, it hag been noted that treating the industry asa whole faili'to

the audience production process. Tirst,

eripd of time, and the dience or product is

air' in 'the next time period. During that iire .

ysis, there is more Producer seeking

consider two important factors o

duration takes' place Ud.tiliri a set

not consuied, but.may be produced

,

*period, a quarter' hour in this

to use the resources out of which dnces are nude.: Thus, the industry wide
.)-

model does not adequately reflect the competition for resources whichieScribes

audience production: By examining e simple correlation between attrihdte and

audience, the industry wide iialygis does not account for the Significant clifferences

between quarter Periods,' in to of the amount of choice he.television. house-

?

hold is presented with. .

,
Secondly the industry wide app ath fails to consider the liklihood that

each network, or producer may either use a slightly different production technology,
.

or may be somewhat more efficient in the use of the same' technology. Both of

these considerations are takenAnto count in the. second, level of analysis.

INDUSTFYLELANALYSIS

In examining the correlations b

output measures, we ar e not `surprise

.(7.

successful. in proIuthig large audien

to discover that the amount of violen

tween program attributes 4r.id a variety, of

_while the Seriousness and significan

audiapce size. That is to, say, that

to find that old, returnitng programs are
l I .

(Table One),. However, we are 4rpris,
t:..,

. 1

e is relatively uninportant to audiences size,

:.`4,' , -
of thaqviolence is inversely related toj.
en the violence is, serious, rather' than'

10

ri



,

humorous, haOlvioledce, there are'generallysmaller audiences°. S' 'lady,: when

,

-the,violen e is iliedmajor outstanding feature of the climax:as opposed to being., 4 .9'1*-. '', G.. *

'incidental the plot; the audience tends to be smaller. '- '',.,'

6

Since here are:important interactions between these v fables, including,

themin a multiple regrasion equation makes it possible,to exatide r

poirtance with all ottier factorsheld constant. Here we find that the amount of

violence emerges' a sign ant factor in all three equaiions (Table TWo)4 In

each equation, the sign Of the .coefficient should be interpreted to mean

crease in the amount,of violence are associated with increases in the size ,of the

audience for each program. The nega%ive sign in the third equation reflects the
-

.

fact that there was a negative loss, or gain in audience between, first and se-

.

cand quarters when there was more violence in the program.
.

The, seriousness of the violence_iinot si icant in any of the equations,
- .

suggesting that much of the variance in seriousness is captimed when the mount
.

of violence is hgld constant. The role of the significance of violence to the
,, '

plot Or climax:also is diminished in these equations, however,-it is.still. an
, . A . ,

important, negative facto iii tae audiE565---PiEMEEI6H5rocess. TEE611:6EffiEint -"-
, -

negative coefficients for fem.:um:40e a reflection of the increased catpetition.

from non-network program ources in recent:years.

While the first two equations, are both significant, at the .01 revel,

amount ofexthairied variance is quite small, suggesting that industry-wide models

?)

arc inade4pately stoetified.

NETWORK LEVEL ANALYSIS
.

With eacinetwor; treated as Individual firm, and with the relevant

-k

productioh period

duction functons

effictents'af determination (R-squared).,

identified as the half hour, we are able to specify the'pro-
. 7 . '

more completely, as is-reflected in the greatly enlarged co-

I

'1

. ,
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s form, we are
6

,

only by e, attributes of

butes Simultaneous off

4,

t

...10

e to see that.theClutptt of ABC is determined not
.

.
ABC programs during,any half hoix, bit py the attri-,

erings.ty NM and CBS (Table Three). Though only the

third uation' is significant, at the .(l lqel, each has several, significant1., .
yariablgs. We see that the amount of violence.irr conpeting CBS programs has a

-..#.\ ( ,

significant and negative influence the size of the ABC audience.
,

1
/

ln fact; ,' S_ program ittriblites were, generally the; mast inpOrbant determin-
1 1 - , , - , c

. . t ,

ants of ABC S. epee shareq' (ABC2), thalgh, in the second quarter measures (ABCj),
. .-

it is apparent that AEC proirmas were mor-g. successfUl against NEC continuing pao-
111, ,

A 1
'grams e

. *
* .. .

I ,

.

The anoint of violence in ABC prograis was .of lit le inpOttance ,in; any -
... ,

estimate , p-roductivity7 and the seriousness of that violence actually contri-
.

,

\ .

bum& to a .loss of '\ audience betwe4n Clock hall (ABd3).
', .,

of the .equations for NBC/ were significant, thbugh: as* for ABC,

. Avariab are significant at 't.h.e4 .01 level: single attr-jibute of
4 ."

own, Programing apparently made any irrporLant contribution to Variance
1 ,

Wig. CBS:a./size (Table Four). HOWever measured,

I ' -ences for NBC, as reflected in negative coefficients for

d The high pOsitive coefficient' (i355) in NBC3 should be in
4,

wean that when a Iretuganig ser,ies was scheduled next on CBS, wore 'of
/-

audio:nick changed channels ''to watch series..

. .

Part the success of CBS programs. yin competition with NBc, .was apparent

the' attraCifveness of their violence. A' lot- of- olence,.,

1;4 on CBS programs apparently costboth NBC and ARC heir atidied

to the plot

Though ABC was

not ableto draw audiedces away from CBS with libewfdoses of violence, it is
<?

apparent approachach 13:Trove their conpetiti.l.fe :stance agair#t NBC, The
.

that.

*count of violence in ABC prggrams, wad a significant negative influence in ,both

a

.4

°
-

S.
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/ .

in both NBC .and C
1 ./ 2' 0.

;
G / ,,

1 9,

The most successful modelswere estimated for CBS. This is understandable in

11 r

use of the long history of ratings leadership which CBS enjoyed until it

was unseated by .ABC. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the CBS technology had

been tested and refined, while the other two firms were trying different program

nixes in search of an Optimum formulation. There is support for this finding in

Joseph hominid( and Millard Pearce's (1976) study of trends in network prime-time

programmIng.. They note that "all three networks seldom undertake major content

shifter in' the usually change, while the third remains stable (p.79)."

, We are able to explain more than 70 percent of tiie variance IiiiiieFpeXcent

households viewing CBS programs during the seven sample weeks, 60 percent of the

variance in audience share, and nearly..60 percent of the changes between previous

and first quarter audiences (TabreFive).

Z1e package contained a liberal amount of violence as reported by

'Cierbner etal 13., and appaXently paid off in terms of ratings and audience shares.

Both Coefficients for the amount of violence in CBS programs were positive and

significant at the .01 level (CBS1,CBS2). TO agreater extent than with the other

networks, the.less sigrd leant the violence was to the plot or to the climax of the
7

program, the more it contributed to audience size..

. The only serious competition CBS was faced with during these years was ap-

parently from established NBC programs, since the appearan/ce of a continuing NBC

serial during the same half hour meant a significant loss In both ratings and

shares for CBS, if all-other factors were equal;

11.0 DISCUSSION

Production functions at both,,pgitlxidustry and

9

for the frequently, expr

\
rk,level provide support,

e ef that violencelsrs an important factor in the11

production of teldlOion4ultences. For CBS, the industry leader during the bulk"

, .,

of'the sample period, the amount of violence in its:program schedule emerged as

one of the most invortant contributions to Audience, The data suggest that
_

- 1 3..
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V

not just any violence will serve the broadest/ pbrpose, since in the.

perieriCe of CBS, it was the gratuitous, less serious violence that contx sitedI

most to audience size..
--

However, while the industry model may be interpreted to wean that/the average,.
..,

viewer prefers more rather than less'Idolerce, the netwcztk-specific deis suggest T

that it depends upon whichnetWork has the program, and what else is available

dpririg the viewing period: 'This suggests, of course, that there are other, perhaps
/

/

more important variables not included in this model which would-explain why
# .

violence work's for CBS and not for.the other networkS.

In addition, several factors would argue for caution in reting the

network modelS. Because of e statistical requirements for arability in

multipleregxessitn, Missing ta for'44r variable for any netwotZwc;Uld result

in the elimination of the entAhalf hOur.Period. Thus; the network

were estimated on thd basis of a relLively small number of program periOds (n=54)

And since the Cultvral Indicators Project did not generate data for-Variety,'
i

sports, or infAmationSpecials, 9nly 18 percent of the halfhour-periodi/in the

sevensanpie weeks could be inabided in tb1;analysi.;'ofnetworks,..While 459

cases were included in te industry'analyss:- ''''''

Finally, after 1976, there have been siwificatit changes in television pro-

granming'ind iginference,.andience tastes. tatii.ABC-inPLace 4s'the new ratings

leader', uyewould expect thaws in hemcoefficients for the variables in their

model. Indeed, the co ents fok-a4 themodelswou1d. differ if a seven week

sample were analysed for the 1977. -78 season: As Ray Hill (1977) suggests,
1

audience tastes are no longer_predicta1)1e, sticeprogramdianges have become the

rule, whereas in the past faniliar characters and kuatiaL represented the .

, .

mute: to success :

1

ti

'T
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"A few'years ago networks
shows appeared each week. They
viewers knew when bad where to
saw puzzle...It used to be tha
season. . .Now4ach week is a

co d point to stable audiences. The
geared in the sane time sIoa. ,The
d them. Now everything is a jig-

thete was a new season and a second
season (p.33)." r

13 ,

However, When the industry settles agai0 into a stable pattern, as it mist .'

if it is going to retain the =Motion of the advertising community, the production

function approach can des « be thatinea technology. In addition,,if production cost

and advertising revenue, data are introduced into the model, it would-be possible

to estimate the mar 1 product of various programattributes in dollar terms.

..Thai.is, multiple, egression would allow the estimation of the marginal cost of

attributes s as violence, humor and sexual innwndo, so` that they could be coat-

parled with marginal revenue associated with the sale of audiences with particular

demograp characteristics.

OONM ON

Clearly this effort represents just- a sthrt. Data has .been limited to a 454

le class of program attriblites, measured an a small and ipogsible biased sample.
.

Yet, I believe that the method points the way toward izprovenent ofregulatov

/
efforts'on th' part of the FCC, 17C. FDA, or any Other aghp

reguate prc rani Iontent. ,With approach, empirical evidence could be brought to

bear on regu atory decision.making in the area of CATV, subscription television,

that would seek to

. and other tel.ecaniunEgations systems which are seen to threaten the economic

viability of broadcasting/as we know it today.

15
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TABLE ONE

-16
a

Input-Output Correlations at the. IndustilyLevel.

Output
MeasUres

IripUt Fa(ctors

4e. .Serious( Sighificant

Audience I

Audience II

Share.,

Loss

-.071
t

*

f . 0 9 3
*

**

, 010

-.051,
z

-.079
.

*

-.114\
**

.

.4
.

Amount`

-.,014

-.023

-.035

\

Year Old Time

-.007
, .

.071
r * -.026

.022 .095 -.047
**

.016 .331 -.07G
** *

-1.060 - 018 .023

* p,= Tess than .05
** than .01

a

ti

I
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TABLE TWO

'17 /..

,zb

Industry-W deiProduction Functions 11=459)

FACTORS 1
1 2

1
,

3 .

.

--
e*

. ",

,

Old , -
.343* 7.

.Year . a ,.100** -.100*i- -.061 .

,'" .163** .i24** -:096*.AmOunt
ti

Significant . -.084 -.147* .1.40*
. .

1 .

Serious ' -.031 , .017 7.051

Time
.

, -.021, -.052 , .012

R-squared .064- .13k >,--, /A.'" :013

=. -

.F 5.`223** 12.2 .1'..054

,. ,

. i. 0 .
.

=J Percent of'television households watching a given program
in the-iecond,quarter-Itour .

.

.

_
1 ....-

12'= Tercent of viewing' households watching a given pgram during

. each half.-'hour' -,..,-,- ,

, . ,.. .

1 7 .Loss of ielliers. between first ana secOnd quarter hours
. . 3

.

.

Cs.



TABLE THREE'
ti

'C Audience Production Functions (N =S4)

f.

FAC!O RS
0 .e ,

,

ABC 1.- ABC
1 2 ,

ABC -.')

. 3 ',
.,

'

ABC/Serious: .

.
..,

. AtC/Significant

1 . ABC/Amount
r

CBS/Serious

CBS/ Signi ficant

CBS/Amount "

NBC/ erious', .

NBC /Significant

,
'NBC/Amount 'e

. .., ,,::
4

ABCPO1d . - e "

'CBS/Old ..\ 4

- :, 4---.,

\.NBC/OL4., t.

1/eA =

Time

-.075 -:092.

.120 :194
,

-.213 =.227

:134 .116

i
.- .167 -., '.376**

."-,7- .3" .7..339**

,--.020 007

.102 %14.3

-.3h**. fp :,098
..

..120 4..0:: 7AW7

,. -.224 . '-.375**

:420 * *r .530**
-

s'74.52
4

4212

.t
06.

'

4 6i' s -.0.5

4,;

% '

.

..

,

/

_.

...302**

.101

-.189

`I e

.214 ,

.048

127

-.Ae?.

.133

-.126 ..

,

-.v400**

.122

' .042- -

.379**

, -,.059_
% , .

,

.

,(i

y-, .

. .

7-

Kd

',.. ,

t-Squared
. ,

_.-

.

I

" .305-
.i3".

1..226 .e1,9.41
z.

, .

-.448 ,

. '

2.262*
.eA

_
.11::'

imAr s

.3"' '' r

leis than .6'5:-

less than .010
.

1:; Percent of teley1sion hguseholds watching.ABC in the,
..-

seconc1:quapter -10 1r', '

"

POrent_ of, viewing houlpholds watchli. ABC during, eac,h
hat "oilr '- , .

..---,,,; ,, .. ,. iiis _

4';.-,Chiticke-bettE:een'pxesti,citiat,icl- first., quarter tiO1.-#- awilenOi
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;,

FACTORS

. . If

FOUR. .

- - - <7.,

5- =.
NBC Audiewe PrOdirdtion Functions (.11-s4o

'*1

tit rf

ABC/Serious-

''ABC/Significant

ABO/AMoi.inti

cBS/Serious,.'

,CBS/Signifi.can,,t

. CBS/Amount'.
t

. NBC/Seriroui _

NBC/Significant

NBC/Aniount--

ABC/Old

CBS1041

.NBC/Old

-:'Year;

Time

NBC NBC
1 2

s''A

:096:

21 6* ..41.7**

.177

.258 *"; -.541**

-.387**, -2.31g* /

.170 , .213

.088 -.192

,-.399** /

.063 .236

;:162;-

0 -)'1,BC
3

sr'

is rio

032

4.

, .02g
"

- .086

.199

.221

.015

-.039

-.256

t*

k.

/'

-

t

'-R.-gquared

/* p = less, thait'.'0'S

** p = less than .01-
.4414-

6*

S

4

4

I

554
5:

4

.NBC" Percent of television househo.17dswatcliing NBC in the second
4.1 .quarter hour.

s IINBC. =. Percent of viewing ,households watching NBC during each hal!. hour.'
, ."..

NBC, = Change between previous and first quartk hOur .audietice for NEC.



...i.e.,. .4:s...
a

CB$.Audipfice:Production Functions ("N$4)* .

FACTORS -,7

. ,

CBS - - ' 4.--

ABCfSerious

ABC/Significant

ABC/Amount`. .
CBS/Sericius

CBS/Significant

CBS/Arno nt

N;C/Serious

NBC ignifiCant
N;C/Am t

..

ABC/Old
A

CBS /Old \ .

NBC /Old,

Year
,//Time

a s

.043 ,

-.182'
- '

:259**

,-.044 .,'

.74';.-i
,3-'82**
' 4

.096, '

.024-
0

f .I/2
,

4'1/4

.382**

°,;650**

-.573
'. i

-.341

105 s

., ,- .11i di, 4,

.154, .. .5'294,4
,-,

$t 444 . --'639 . le,
1 '°

:247*1F . ;.059 \ -

-I -2.1:98 ' .235*

'5 A:* -7'' .1161' ,

17?,°, ''. / -.058*
, . A ,

. -..000 ... 429
-.0'P4 . .132

'...098. . -.106
- .104 , -.156 \\

. .709, : .!..140
#0.le , _.------:-----

. -4'44.** -";.-1.44- '4)66
./: '.4.,-.

- 97 -,.' .375**

.0 -8 ' *. ...,'''itk .061
el il ZS'"

R-Squazed

F s

0 ,

782

4 \.`'.

.,
,;6114Y.- ..1. :593.'.--41

4: 70514 . :''.- e4.665**

p less tha
eitent-gItt

ciiiarte Alotir ,
a;

-

eiriStop.-househoids Watching CBS the, second.

T

' a

20

I
-9 I

I
14

CBS` Pero iewing househe9.4s watcjiing CBS du frig each half hour..

weOni .previous and 4.1.*3t .0ay:kcir

2
dience for CBS.

;4'


